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Introduction
The Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) industry worldwide experienced a tale of two 
halves in 2020. While sales from physical stores were curtailed, online and omnichannel 
shopping presented a lifeline for many brands. The most success was witnessed by 
brands that quickly shifted in response to changing consumer demands. 

Digital ad spend in the U.K. FMCG industry rose by 6.6% year over year to £2.04 billion1, 
as brand advertisers sought to retain existing customers and attract new ones. With 
digital ad spend set to reach £2.22 billion in 20211, FMCG brands must gain a deeper 
understanding of consumers’ changing needs and trends to genuinely connect with them 
through brand awareness strategies.

This eBook reveals:

●   The key trends shaping the U.K. FMCG industry in 2021.
●   The changing needs and interests of FMCG consumers.
●    Industry predictions to set brand marketers ahead of the curve.
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Online for the long-haul

71% 
of people now do at least some 
of the grocery shopping online, 
compared to 61% a year ago2.
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Keeping the momentum instigated from 2020, consumers will continue to rely on digital for their 
FMCG purchases. 

Ogury Active Insights reveals the demographic and behavioral nuances of the online grocery shopper.

Prior to lockdown, women were responsible for grocery shopping and their mobile journey revolved 
around their home and family, with interest in shopping, fashion, food and drink, and medical health. 

Reasons cited include convenience, a preference for avoiding the shops and it being easier to budget 
when shopping online. These new habits have had time to solidify, so post-lockdown, they are likely 
to continue. 

Reduced footfall and increased online shopping led to consumers being more focused when making 
purchases and foregoing the impulse buys that are common in-store. It is therefore more important 
than ever for FMCG brands to increase their brand awareness as they cannot solely rely on in-store 
opportunities. 

With adults spending more time online than before, FMCG brand advertisers have an opportunity to 
connect with consumers in a meaningful way, on their most-used device. Mobile phones are always 
within reach, but marketers must be equipped with a thorough understanding of the interests and 
behaviors of the different online shoppers to reach them effectively. 

Accelerated digital adoption

Who is the grocery shopper?

0 1  O n l i n e  f o r  t h e  l o n g - h a u l

of people shop for groceries online more since the pandemic, 
with a change in behavior witnessed across all age groups2. 60%
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of mobile grocery 
shoppers are 

women.

are 25-54  
years old.

65% 71%



Changes in work and home life have helped to drive greater demand for convenience. Food 
deliveries, meal kits, smart home integrations and app-based travel solutions are increasingly used 
as consumers seek a seamless daily life. Long-term, the roll out of the 5G network across the U.K., 
enabling faster connectivity, will provide further impetus for this shift.

Ogury Active Insights reveals that families are key for championing convenience. This is shown in the 
strong affinities with recipe boxes and smart home devices like Kasa Smart (x4.3), Smart Life (x3.8) 
or Hello Fresh (x8.6). Millennials also attempt to make dining easy, with millennial females opting for 
DIY recipe boxes, while males over-index on food and alcohol delivery apps like Deliveroo (x4.3) and 
Vivino (x6).

0 1  O n l i n e  f o r  t h e  l o n g - h a u l
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The easy life: Convenience is key

New discriminant sites/apps vs pre-lockdown

Source: Ogury Active Insights

Food Made Easy Smart Living Here & Now

From healthy recipe 
boxes to junk food 
delivery, users have 

choice at their fingertips.

Smart home appliances 
make homelife a breeze; 

be it home security, 
entertainment or health.

Travel solutions 
for those who need to 
travel where they want, 

when they want.

During lockdown, seniors (>55 
years old) and students (18-24 
years old) also turned to grocery 
apps. As such, new discriminant 
sites and apps across the grocery 
mobile journey began to appear. 
These ranged from video gaming 
to DIY, and rewards and coupons. 
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Health and wellbeing first 

31% 
of people globally are concerned 
about COVID-19’s impact on 
their mental health3.
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A major trend of self and home improvement has emerged globally as a logical consequence to 
lockdown and limited activity. Physical and mental health is understandably a big priority for everyone, 
not just now, but also for the foreseeable future. 

According to Ogury research, the need for self-care and mindfulness was most seen among an urban 
and active audience: 

This group takes what is best described as a full-spectrum approach to health and wellbeing. 
The high prevalence of mental health apps such as Fabulous (8.5x), physical apps such as FitBit Coach 
(4.6x), alongside a slew of medical and beauty apps, show the holistic approach that this audience 
takes to ‘being their best selves’.

For home improvements, family audiences favor different types of renovation apps based on budgets. 
While wealthy families use Houzz (x10.9) to create their dream home, value-seekers stick with 
functional IKEA solutions (x5.0). 

Striving for improvement, inside and out

0 2  H e a l t h  a n d  w e l l b e i n g  f i r s t

are women.

25-34 years old 

35-44 years old 
63%
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Home Renovation Healthy Body Healthy Mind

Home improvement is 
a key theme across family 

audiences aged 35-54, ranging 
from tools to furnishings.

More time at home has 
led to an increase in home 
workout apps, weightloss, 

and fitness content. 

The stresses of WFH and 
home-schooling can take its 

toll on mental wellbeing, shown 
across the female audiences.

25%

22%

Source: Ogury Active Insights 



In addition to exercise and mental wellness activities, this cohort has paid particular attention to 
what they put inside their bodies to maintain good health. The Hello Fresh app has been particularly 
successful, doubling its monthly active iOS users between January 2020 and January 20214. It is a 
great example of a service appealing to a middle-aged, urban audience looking to stay fit and healthy.

For an even deeper look at this groups interests, an App Universe within Ogury Active Insights reveals 
that consumers who own the Hello Fresh app show similarities with owners of fitness and travel apps:

Healthy food and cooking
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03
Sustainability and 
social responsibility

72% 
of consumers believe that brands 
should actively benefit society 
through their actions5.
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COVID-19 has garnered far more attention than environmental issues. However, the importance of 
behaving sustainably, both at an individual and business level, has increased. 

The sustainable lifestyle audience is spread across the 18-44 age range with a female skew. Across 
this audience, there are a range of priorities indicating a variety of demographic circumstances. Within 
food and drink, the prominence of convenience apps such as Gousto (4.4x) indicates a large number 
of busy parent users, whereas the even greater popularity of saving apps such as Karma (20.1x) 
implies a younger, more on-a-budget audience.

Ensuring this range can be accounted for even when engaging in specific targeting will be key to 
tapping into the sustainability market.

Make sustainability part of the recovery

Who is in this persona group?

0 3  S u s t a i n a b i l i t y  a n d  s o c i a l  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y

of consumers across 20 countries say that companies behaving 
sustainably is more important to them because of COVID-193. 

of consumers worry about the increased waste due to COVID-19, 
on par with air pollution and global temperature rising3.

72%

43%
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Eating Sustainably Healthy Mind Always Learning

At a glance, the food delivery habits 
of sustainability-conscious users may 

seem paradoxical. On closer inspection, 
these habits demonstrate how these 
users weave environmentally friendly 
practices into all areas of their lives.

The stresses of WFH and 
home-schooling can take 

its toll on mental wellbeing, 
shown across the female 

audiences.

Those with an affinity for sustainability 
also use educational and brain-training 
apps at a high rate, indicative of the 
same desire for world-awareness that 
led to their own views on sustainability 

and the environment.

Source: Ogury Active Insights



There are many practical steps that consumers are taking to drive sustainability in their own lives. 
Activities range from reducing waste, reducing energy consumption and buying second-hand. And 
even with the pandemic, the desire to make a personal impact continued. 

At a global level, reducing food waste and plastic packaging are top priorities. In the U.K. specifically, 
data shows that 51% of survey respondents plan to walk or cycle more6. Based on an App Universe 
within Ogury Active Insights, consumers who own the Komoot app, show similarities with audiences 
of national newspapers and premium grocery shops:

Individual steps toward sustainability

0 3  S u s t a i n a b i l i t y  a n d  s o c i a l  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y

of consumers said that reducing their own impact on the 
environment was more important because of the outbreak3. 70%
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Looking further ahead
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0 4  L o o k i n g  f u r t h e r  a h e a d
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The digitization of the FMCG industry accelerated rapidly in 2020.

Marketers were forced to evolve alongside changing consumer behaviors. In 2021, marketers 
will need to be innovative, adaptive and agile. Here are the top three predictions on behavioral 
changes in 2021.

As media consumption increases, so does a mobile user’s exposure to brand messaging. With 
continued improvements to connectivity, users will expect seamless and engaging brand experiences 
on mobile.

For brands to leave lasting impressions, they need to reach consumers with impactful mobile 
branding experiences, driven by user choice.

Consumers have been looking for reassurance after the events of 2020, and have reinforced existing 
purchase patterns as well as brand loyalty for convenience reasons. In 2021, consumers will move 
between both physical and digital channels as normality sets in, and will definitely want to experience 
new brands and products.

Store and brand loyalty will become less certain. Marketers will need to focus on branding and 
relationship building in 2021 to retain their customers.

Consumers have become more mindful about what they buy and why. A brand’s focus on health, 
wellness, sustainability and safety will not only be a “nice-to-have”, it will be expected.

Self-care will become a lifestyle rather than an activity. Marketers should leverage insights to 
predict behavioral shifts across the year, and tailor their marketing strategies accordingly.

Consumers will want interactive digital experiences

The path to purchase won’t be linear

Self-care and sustainable products will drive consumer sales

01

02

03
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Build a future-proof mobile 
branding strategy
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To build an effective mobile branding strategy, advertisers need:

• Unique data and insights and intelligent targeting to reach the right audience at scale.

• To deliver their message in fully visible and engaging formats to ensure that it is seen.

• To reach their audience in safe environments via direct access to brand-safe and 

cost-effective inventory.

Ogury Personified Advertising Engine leverages our unique mobile journey data, validated and 
enriched with self-declared and self-targeting audience data, in addition to best-in-class context and 
semantic data, for precise in-app and mobile web targeting. It provides reach with the brand’s relevant 
audience, and also ensures 100% consumer privacy and is future-proof for an identifier-less world.

Build a future-proof mobile 
branding strategy 

Unparalleled personification dataset

What the industry sees:
Publisher name and content on page

What Ogury sees:
Publisher name and content on page

+
Discriminant apps owned and 

websites visited by the publisher audience
+ 

Survey responses
+ 

Ad choices and interactions

Contextual and Semantic targeting Personified targeting
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Ogury’s fully visible units like Ad Chooser and Thumbnail Ad are 100% in view, 100% of the time. 
They attract attention, solicit user interaction, increase engagement and boost memorability. Ogury’s 
formats are built to drive cost-effective and impactful branding. 

Fully visible and engaging mobile formats

Video | Display | Rich Media

CPV, CPM | CPC | CPE

Video | Display

CPV, CPM | CPC

Video

CPV, CPM

FULL SCREEN THUMBNAIL AD CHOOSER

x4
AD RECALL

There’s little point in measuring Video Completion Rates (VCR) on ads that no one can see. Standard 
viewability metrics of 50% of pixels in view for 1-2 seconds fall too short. The real metric that should 
be measured for mobile campaigns is the Full-creative Video Completion Rate (Full-creative VCR). 
That is 100% of pixels visible, 100% of the view-through time. And it’s accurately measured with Open 
Measurement compliant inventory.

For more information, visit Ogury.com or contact us at hello@ogury.co. 

Real video metrics

0 5  B u i l d  a  f u t u r e - p r o o f  m o b i l e  b r a n d i n g  s t r a t e g y

3x the market 
performance in 
full-creative VCR. 

40.2% 
Fully On-Screen 
50% duration / 
15s**

53%
VCR*

x

Average Market 

21%
Full-creative VCR

60%
80% 
Fully On-Screen 
50% duration / 
15s**

75%
VCR

x
Full-creative VCR

http://www.ogury.com
mailto:hello%40ogury.co?subject=
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